Woodline

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

Step One
The brackets should be placed just above the top of the
window, inline with each other and between 3 and 6 inches
out from the window’s edge; making sure both brackets are
the same distance from the edge of the window and parallel
with top (you may require a spirit level for added accuracy)

Step Two
Mark (on the wall) where the brackets of the pole will go. To
do this remove the backplate from the bracket. Use a pencil
to mark the exact position of the screw holes that will fix the
brackets to the wall.

Step Three
Make a small indentation in the wall in the place where you are going to drill. This will help keep
the drill bit in place when you start the hole.

Step Four
Check there are no electrical cables or pipes where you will be drilling into the wall. Then, wearing
safety goggles, drill into the wall at the marked positions using a masonry drill bit and start drilling
slowly. Insert rawl plugs, ensuring they are flush with the wall. Screw the bracket backplate into place
using the three screws provided. Then screw the bracket onto the backplate turning clockwise.

Step Five
Adjust the size of the curtain pole or cut to size using a hacksaw. Remember to allow enough pole
for the curtains to stack neatly either side of the window without blocking out the light.

Step Six
Put the pole in position on the brackets. There should be one curtain ring between the bracket and
the finial at each end. Put the finials on the ends of the pole.
If you are joining two poles together – use a joining screw and the third centre bracket provided.
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